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1.  Introduction 
 
1.1.  It is a purpose of this paper to list and clarify the types of vibration 
peculiar to rotating electrical machinery.  A second purpose is to 
identify the sources of such vibration and to classify them as a primary 
or lesser cause. 
 
1.2.  Items not addressed in this paper are the multitude of mechanical 
causes of vibration common to rotating shafts and a number of 
problems inherent in electrical machinery which do not show up as 
vibration.  The general categories of these latter problems are: 
 
1) Certain turn or ground wall insulation weaknesses or breakdowns. 
 
2) Certain overtemperature conditions of the core or windings. 
 
3) Some type of lamination core plate insulation deterioration or 
shorting. 
 
1.3.  This paper is based upon our 42 years of experience plus our files, 
which cover 25 years of consulting on machinery, and by the reports 
and papers of others, some of the more significant ones being listed in 
the Bibliography, Section 4 of this paper. 
 
2.  Description of Vibration Unique to Rotating Electrical 
     Machinery 
 
 The descriptions in this section are intended to educate by 
clarifying and defining the vibration causing factors in rotating elec-
trical machinery.  They may apply to all or specific types of machines 
encountered, AC induction, AC synchronous, and DC.  Distinctions 
will be listed as appropriate.  Seven separate categories are covered:  
magnetic, thermal, electrical, mechanical, fatigue or deterioration, 
torsional, and aerodynamic. 
2.1  Magnetic.  Consideration is given to both radial and axial attrac-
tive forces in the electrical machinery, both general and particular 
cases.  Since electromagnetic fields are the coupling medium, and 
energy transfer mechanism between the rotor and the stator, they are 

usually very intense, and because of discontinuities due to slotting or 
end and edge effects, they are often distorted or unsymmetrical due to 
physical features or assembly peculiarities, either intentional or 
unintentional. 
 
2.1.1  Air Gap Effects.  The air gap, or radial distance between the 
stator and the rotor, is usually set to be equal all around the circle and 
down the length of the core.  The limit of inequality of the gap varies 
with the type of machine.  An often used criteria is to maintain the gap 
length to within + 5% of the nominal gap or .015 in., which ever is less. 
 
 Both equal and unequal gaps generate forces of magnetic pull 
due to the attractive effect between the rotor and the stator.  Extreme 
cases have occurred on large diameter, slow speed machines, where the 
magnetism pulled the rotor and stator into contact with one another.  
This is especially true at starting, when initial transients produce 
magnetic unbalances.  Forces which occur during operation are 
coincident with the poles and with the force pole pairs.  The effect on 
the rotor is proportional to its compliance or resonance as an assembly, 
and as a shaft system with its support stiffness.  On AC machines, the 
effect on the stator can be considerably more significant, depending 
upon the stator core resonance or compliance with respect to the 
rotating magnetic fields.  The resulting vibration shows up in the core 
and frame and sometimes can be detected in the bearings. 
 
 Another magnetic cause is due to unequal permeability of the 
rotor lamination steel when rotor punchings have rolling orientation 
and they have not been assembled to compensate or average-out 
magnetic effects.  The resulting vibration occurs at 2X rotation speed 
and usually shows as an audible sound as well. 
 
2.1.2  Slotting Effects.  Also present in the stator core frame and frame 
assembly is forcing and vibration due to stator and/or rotor slotting and 
combinations thereof.  This is affected by core and stator tooth 
compliance and resonance.  It shows up as stator vibration and usually 
appears as objectionable audible noise. 
 
2.1.3  Rotor Winding Electrical Unbalance.  On synchronous 
machine rotors, shorted turns in the field winding cause unbalanced 
magnetic pull, with the effect on vibration being proportional to the 
number of shorted turns in a localized area.  Four or more pole 
machines are significantly more affected than 2 pole machines.  Vibra-
tion caused by this will disappear immediately when the field is 
deenergized.  Rotor winding unbalances on wound rotor induction 
machines and direct current machines may, in rare instances, produce 
vibrations at rotational frequency or harmonics thereof.  Most notable is 
when an improper slotting is employed on a wound rotor motor, or 
when improper connections are made in the main or equalizing circuits 
of direct current machines.  These problems show up on first start-up or 
relatively soon thereafter. 
 
2.1.4  Unequal Air Gap Effects.  When the air gap is unqeual because 
the rotor is not aligned or concentric with the stator, the magnetic field 
also becomes unequal, especially on units with 4 or more poles and the 
forces are roughly proportional to the inverse of the square of the gap 



lengths.  However, this is also affected by the connection and symmetry 
of the windings. 
 
 A very important aspect of the unequal air gap, especially on 
electrical machines with 4 or more poles, is the condition of unequal 
magnetic field strength between the short and long gap locations.  The 
attendant increased magnetic field produces a larger magnetic pull on 
the short gap side compared to the side with the larger gap.  If the shaft 
assembly is compliant or free to move, the gap may vary even more and 
there is the increase in rotor throwout appearing as if there were 
increased mechanical unbalance.  On 2 pole induction motors, the 
vibration will pulse at 2X the slip frequency, as the magnetic field for 
each pole falls into alignment with the normal unbalnce high spot of the 
rotor assembly.  Thus, it may have the effect of shifting or varying the 
apparent unbalance angular location.  This is a function of the 
mechanical difference between the original high spot location and the 
unbalance location, which is related to how close the operating lateral 
critical frequency is to the operating speed.  The amount of angular 
shift should be constant and repeatable for identical operating 
conditions, and this is a feature that may be used to separate it from a 
rub-induced angular shift, which is normally progressive around the 
circle or a condition of looseness, which may be relatively 
unpredictable from one start-up to the next.  Lateral critical speed 
calculation programs can include the magnetic pull effect as a function 
of air gap displacement in one direction or can be interactive to 
incorporate an increase in pull as the gap is shortened due to rotor and 
stator deflections. 
 
2.1.5  Out-of-Round-Rotor.  The case of unbalanced air gap because 
of an out-of-round rotor also occurs; however, the extent of out-of-
roundness is usually limited because any significant value creates a 
large physical unbalance.  The needed correction may be larger than 
can be compensated for by balance weight additions.  When out-of-
roundness does occur, however, it is usually most notable on 2 pole 
induction machines as a pulsation of the shaft vibration level at a period 
which coincides with 1X rotor slip speed.  Perfect radial alignment of 
such a rotor in the stator is impossible. 
 
2.1.6  Shorted Stator Laminations.  The condition of stator core 
shorted laminations causing magnetic unbalance and vibration is 
included here as it represents a condition which is not sudden, may not 
be picked up by normal temperature detectors and which very likely 
shows up as increased vibration in both the rotor and the stator.  Stator 
core shorting can result from poor core construction, such as heavy 
punching burrs, poor lamination alignment, poor core plate insulation, 
too heavy or too light a core compression plus physical damage such as 
a rub or foreign metal object on the core.  Vibration should occur at a 
frequency of 2X rotational on the rotor, and at 2X line frequency on the 
stator.  A marked increase in vibration of both should indicate the 
presence of core shorting.  Unfortunately, it may be too late by this time 
as the shorting progresses rapidly once it is detectable by vibration 
pick-up.  An earlier indicator is to employ a detector for core shorted 
currents of a very low magnitude. 
 
2.1.7  Axial Effects.  A very apparent, yet often misunderstood, 
condition in rotating electrical machines is the axial positioning of the 
rotor in the stator.  Except for cases where the electrical machine has 
anti-friction bearings or employs a load thrust bearing, there is liberal 
axial clearance of the rotor within the stator.  Electrically, the rotor can 
float at least +1/8 in. and often as much as +1/2 in.  Sometimes air 
guides or shaft mounted fans limit the axial float below these values.  In 
any case, it is customary to babbitt the face of journal bearings limiting 
the axial motion to within restricted values. 
 
 All electrical machines have magnetic and mechanical axial 
centers.  To have these coincide is the objective of the manufacturers.  
It is also customary to allow float equal in both directions about this 
center line.  Often, however, because of manufacturing tolerances the 
magnetic center does not coincide with the mechanical center, or the 

magnetic center is so broad that it cannot be pinpointed.  Manufacturers 
mark or indicate the desired rotor center and the allowable float on each 
side of this.  This is all important to the axial displacement at starting 
and during running. 
 
 On motors with across-the-line starting, solenoid action will 
shoot the rotor axially in whatever direction it is inclined or favors.  It 
will hang there, and if not limited by the coupling, will ride on the 
babbitted face.  Upon achieving operating speed, it should suck the 
rotor into the stator and oscillate axially at a vibration period typically 
of 1/3 to 3 cycles per second.  The restoring force is the rotor-to-stator 
magnetic field and has the characteristic of a parabola centered about 
the exact magnetic center.  Axial vibration will continue until stability, 
or damping reduces it.  A perfectly centered, aligned and level electrical 
machine will not experience continuous operating axial vibration. 
 
2.2  Thermal.  Electrical rotating machines, because of their assembly 
of laminations and windings on both the rotor and stator accrue unique 
thermal problems with respect to producing vibration.  The resulting 
vibration occurs at the normal rotational frequency or multiples thereof.  
The source and reason for an increase is peculiar to electrical rotating 
machinery. 
 
2.2.1  Rotors.  All electrical rotating machines in the integral 
horsepower range and above, except for turbine generators and some 
synchronous motors, employ laminated rotor cores, and these cores 
have slots which contain windings. 
 2.2.1.1  Rotor Core.  First to be considered are the laminations, 
used on all induction and direct current machines, plus a few types of 
synchronous machines.  Rotor laminations less than 43 in. O.D. can be 
punched from a single steel sheet.   This covers the majority of 2, 4 and 
6 pole motors and smaller horsepower motors of 8, 10 and 12 poles.  
Various methods are employed to assemble the laminations to construct 
a rotor core, to secure it to the shaft, or shaft-spider combination, and to 
place it under axial compression.  What may result is an assembly 
which is subject to thermal expansion or compression due to the 
operating heat of the core and winding.  In a rotor assembly which has 
been designed and constructed properly and is operated within normal 
temperature limits, thermal effects are uniform and the assembly is 
secure so no increased unbalance or bow, which can increase vibration, 
can occur. 
 
 2.2.1.1.1  Loose Core on Shaft.  On the other hand, a persistent 
problem in rotating electrical machinery, is the lack or loss of 
interference fit of the laminations to the shaft or spider.  This results in 
a loose core assembly, which becomes worse with increasing unbalance 
as the rotor temperature increases.  This factor can sometimes be 
detected by the unbalance response test.  (Purposely placing a 
substantial balance weight at different locations around the balance 
plane and running the unit at the same temperature.)  If the unbalance 
angle shifts with the weight, irregardless of the original residual 
unbalance vector, it indicates a loose core assembly on the shaft or 
spider. 
 
 2.2.1.1.2  Thermal Bow.  The other rotor core thermal factor is 
the occurrence of a bow in the rotor, and this is somewhat harder to 
detect.  Should the bow occur because of unequal tightness or a skew of 
the core clamping, or because of a line-up of lamination high regions 
versus low regions, an increase in temperature will result in the tight 
sections exerting pressure axially at one or more regions around the 
circle, forcing a bow to occur in the shaft, and causing unbalance and 
vibration.  To confirm this as a cause and to separate it from winding 
asymmetry or core surface shorting, it is possible to note the bow or 
apparent unbalance when the rotor is removed from the stator, and is 
heated carefully and evenly with a rosebud torch.  It is most convenient 
if this is performed with the rotor in a balance machine.  A consistent 
phase angle change considering the original residual unbalance vector 
during an unbalnce response test (described in 2.2.1.1.1) points to 
consistent core thermal stressing and bowing as the cause.   



 
 2.2.1.1.3  Shorted Laminations.  Another thermal factor for 
rotor bow causing unbalance is the condition of shorted or smeared 
laminations at the rotor O.D. of induction and direct current machines.  
It can also be a factor on synchronous machines which are self-started, 
in which case the thermal bow, and hence vibration is intense 
immediately on starting, with gradual lessening as the starting 
temperature of the motor cools down.  Since the reason for laminating 
the rotor core is to insulate them and prevent current flow, except in the 
windings in the slots, shorting at the surface defeats this goal and 
causes high localized heating.  The current path return circuit for these 
surface currents is at the ID clamping edges of the laminations. where a 
heavy interference fit or assembly provides low resistance electrical, as 
well as the necessary mechanical, connections. 
 
 Shorted laminations can exist from many causes.  These include:  
excessive burrs and poor core lamination alignment or stacking, 
improper machining of the rotor O.D., rubbing of the rotor on the 
stator, inadequate or defective coreplate insulation, excessive core 
clamping pressure crushing the insulation, inadequate core clamping 
pressure causing tooth lamination vibration and core plate insulation 
wearaway.  On motors which are rewound, loss of lamination coreplate 
insulation often occurs during oven bake-out of the old winding, 
especially when organic core plate is used.  Either general overall or 
localized area core surface heating can occur.  These cause rotor bows 
either due to mechanical assembly axial inequalities and/or thermal 
bow due to one side of the rotor being hotter than the other.  These 
characteristics are described in 2.2.1.1.2. 
 
 2.2.1.2  Rotor Windings.  Rotating electrical machinery rotor 
windings can be either induction cage type, wound-in-slot type, or coil-
around-pole type.  Induction cage types are employed on squirrel cage 
induction motors for starting and running and on most synchronous 
motors and salient pole generators for starting and stability, 
respectively. 
 
 2.2.1.2.1  Bar Breakage.  The squirrel cage assembly of the 
induction motor poses many potential problems despite its simple and 
basic type assembly.  These result from the fact that there must be 
adequate clearance for the bars to be driven into the slots and yet they 
must be tight and secured to prevent radial and axial migration or 
motion of the cage.  On starting, the rotor cage bars can reach 
temperatures up to 150oC to 250oC and the end rings can reach up to 
80oC.  Bar breakage can occur if the cage assembly is partially or fully 
restrained, resulting in both magnetic and thermal effects increasing 
vibration, the latter being a function of time and load.  Sometimes the 
cage winding will migrate axially and cock radially, creating a 
mechanical unbalance.  While the ultimate confirmation is by 
inspection, there are means to monitor the broken bars in stator current 
waveform patterns and in gap magnetic flux sensor waveforms, which 
are useful for predictive maintenance purposes. 
 
 2.2.1.2.2  Stator Current Unbalance Effects.  Induction cage 
rotors which are properly designed and built, but which may have 
vibration sensitivity to temperatures, will demonstrate an increase in 
vibration if stator currents are unbalanced or contain high harmonic 
content.  Extra heating of the rotor cage windings due to negative 
sequence and harmonic currents could well drive the rotor temperature 
into the zone where rotor bow and distortions can occur.  To evaluate 
the cause, it is necessary to compare vibrations at a given load 
condition with that when a fully sinusoidal waveform is applied to the 
stator.  This source of vibration is expected to increase as there is 
increased use of variable frequency sources for motors. 
 
 2.2.1.2.3  Shorted Rotor Turns.  Synchronous machines of the 
turbine generator (nonsalient pole) or the salient pole construction share 
the same characteristics regarding thermal unbalance generation of 
vibration.  This is usually due to shorted turns in the field, or excitation 

winding.  If the machine has starting duty, such as a motor, or 
experiences out-of-phase faults, the shorted turns generate high heat at 
the point of the short and a notable electrical failure occurs.  If, on the 
other hand, the winding provides DC excitation, always in synchronism 
with the electrical system, shorted turns will exist for long periods of 
time, even years.  Such shorted turns are fairly common in turbine 
generators and are caused by migration of the winding turns and turn 
insulation with thermal expansion cycling of the winding.  Numerous 
shorted turns can exist on a generator without a notable vibration 
increase, so far as the shorts are evenly distributed around the rotor 
winding.  This can be found during operation by noting an increase in 
the required field excitation current for a particular load and power 
factor.  Vee curves for the unit are useful in making this determination.  
This can also be detected by measuring the AC impedance and compar-
ing it with values read when the rotor was new.  Contrary to what one 
might expect, the thermal bow occurs on synchronous machine rotating 
fields on the side opposite from where the shorted turns are.  This is 
because the shorted turns quickly arc to one another and become 
bonded, with little continuous heating but with the winding current 
bypassing that turn through the shorted point.  While the total 
excitation current increases to compensate for loss of this turn, it flows 
in the full number of turns of the other pole(s), making them hotter and 
causing the rotor to bow, generating increased rotational frequency 
vibration. 
 
2.2.2  Stator Overtemperature.  Thermal effects in stators can affect 
rotor vibration as well as stator vibration, especially on machines with 
bracket-type bearings.  Stator overtemperature, which precipitates 
bearing misalignment, distortions, and hence, vibration, may occur 
undetected in machines which either do not have adequate temperature 
detectors or where these detectors and load quantities are not monitored 
properly. 
 
 Generally, electrical machine frames and supports are not hefty, 
as are most mechanical machines.  This leads to distortion of the 
bearing and core supports due to high or unsymmetrical ambient 
coolant temperatures.  The result is often the loss of the core resilient 
support, causing a high 2X line frequency vibration to permeate the 
stator and the end brackets.  It may result in a sagging of the core, 
producing an uneven air gap, the effects of which are noted above.  It 
can also tune an otherwise inactive stator member into resonance with 
the 2X line frequency, producing high vibration.  Causes for the 
thermal distortions can range from cooling passages, to plugged air 
filters, to plugged heat exchangers, etc. 



2.3  Electric.  The electrical causes for increased vibration are mostly 
tied to thermal and magnetic causes listed above.  Already covered are 
overload, current unbalance and harmonics.  Not covered above is the 
effect of stray currents, faults and high resistance connections. 
 
2.3.1  Stray Currents and Residual Magnetism.  Stray currents are 
either electric, electromagnetic or static, and generally flow in the 
bearings, seals, and couplings.  With time, stray currents can remove 
bearing material by EDM action, causing shaft physical drop or axial 
movement, giving rise to increased vibration and loss of clearances, 
possibly to the point of developing a rub.  The source of such currents 
are:  1) static from steam, process equipment, or the oil system, 2) 
magnetic from electrical machine punching or magnetic circuit 
asymmetries, 3) magnetic from residual magnetism effects, or 4) 
harmonic from the rectifier firing tied either to the stator voltage 
terminals or the DC armature, or from rectified excitation supplies of 
synchronous machines.  Presence of stray currents and their waveforms 
can be measured using a reliable low resistance shaft mounted brush 
and monitor.  Correction depends upon the nature of the current.  It is 
possible to mount a permanent shaft brush with reliable voltage-current 
monitor, to completely degauss the disassembled units to remove 
residual magnetism, to insure that the electrical machine power 
windings and connecting leads do not link the shaft creating magnetism 
in the shaft system, and to insure that the electrical machine bearing(s) 
are electrically insulated.  It is also advisable to check for and degauss 
any magnetism in the shaft vibration probe track, where used, as 
magnetism here can sometimes produce false vibration indications. 
 
2.3.2  Faults.  Faults on excitation windings as they affect unit 
vibrations are covered in 2.2.1.2.  Stator winding faults, however, are 
touched upon briefly here.  Because most stator winding faults are 
sudden, no prior warning through increased vibration is possible, 
except for low level faults near the winding neutral.  Some such faults 
can produce short circuit current, which are below the motor protection 
trip setting values.  They may, however, cause a detectable shift or 
increase in rotor 2X rotational and/or stator 2X line frequency 
vibration, and could signal the need for a shutdown and investigation. 
 
2.3.3  High Resistance Connections.  High resistance connections, 
especially in parallel circuits of 3 phase windings, have been observed 
to produce magnetically and thermally caused increased vibration.  This 
occurs especially when a multiple voltage motor has 9 or 12 leads 
brought to the junction box, and one of the parallel circuits has a poor 
or corroded connection.  It does not carry its portion of the load, causes 
magnetic unbalance increasing the 2X rotational vibration, and, as a 
negative sequence component, gives rise to increased rotor heating and 
possibly 1X vibrations. 
 
2.4  Mechanical.  Many of the mechanical factors related to electrical 
rotating machinery are listed above as integral functions of other causes 
for vibration.  Main mechanical causes for vibration are overstressing, 
fatigue, looseness, compliance and resonance to a forcing frequency. 
 
2.4.1  Stator Core.  Stator core, frame and bearing bracket vibration 
can be caused by inadequate stator core compression.  Since the core 
vibration is not normally monitored, its vibration can produce complete 
looseness of the laminations or their supporting dovetails, stacking 
rods, etc., and has resulted in fractured core support welds, sagging of 
the core, and disastrous core lamination shorting and coil faulting.  In 
some instances, proper core axial clamping pressures were not possible 
because laminations became wavy due to punching stresses and were 
not annealed to restore their flatness prior to stacking the core in the 
factory.  In other cases, partial lamination shims were employed to 
even-out the core length as it was stacked and this lead to high pressure 
concentrations shorting out the coreplate insulation.  All of these led to 
expensive repairs.  With proper original construction, these problems 
could have been avoided.  Early fault detection was possible had the 
stator core vibration been monitored if stator shorted laminations 
current detectors had been employed and if a reliable condition 

monitor, which detects products of high temperature, had been 
employed. 
 
2.4.2  Stator Winding.  A type of vibration for which reliable optical 
detectors have been developed is that of the stator winding and its end 
connections.  This vibration can not be detected by rotor or bearing 
pick-ups.  Normal slot wedging and coil end bracing is usually 
adequate to prevent coil vibration in electrical machinery with 6 or 
more poles.  Problems occur mostly on large 2-pole and some 4-pole 
machines, such as turbine generators and induction motors.  They have 
also occurred on water-wheel generators where windings either were 
wound loosely in the slots or became smaller with time as insulation 
shrinkage occurred. 
 
2.4.3  Stator Core and Winding.  Special consideration must be given 
to large turbine generators, especially on 2-pole units where the core 
has an elliptical shape rotating at rotor speed due to the magnetic pull 
of the rotor poles.  The resulting vibration can reach .030 in. or more.  
Resilient core supports suspend this active core, isolating it from the 
frame and end brackets.  A problem exists where the coils leave the 
core and connect, in spiral involute form to the end winding support, 
which is braced to accommodate the flexing stator bars, but which must 
provide fixed bracing to the stator frame so end connections can be 
made to the terminal bushings without flexing or rupturing.  To top it 
all off, these units are very long, thus significant coil end expansion 
with change in resonant frequencies must be provided for.  Design of 
this stator-winding is truly an advanced engineering achievement and 
monitoring its vibration, using optical means because of the 22,000 or 
so volts, is a scientific endeavor.  Still, these are in operation and 
recordings are providing information used for predictive maintenance. 
 
2.4.4  Induction and Synchronous Motor Rotor.  Induction motor 
rotor squirrel cage assemblies are often imprecise and their integrity is 
left to the factory assembler.  This is especially true of the bar-to-slot 
looseness and the means used to prevent case axial migration.  
Swedging used to secure the bars in the slots sometimes is tight for 
most bars near one end of the rotor and a few bars at the other end.  The 
thermal axial bar growth during starting pits the thermal stretch of 
many bars against a short length of the few, causing these few to 
overstress and crack in tension.  Bar breakage also results from designs 
which restrain the end ring axial position, or designs which do not 
account for the combined thermal and centrifugal stresses and their 
fatigue on the bars and the brazed joints.  The resulting condition on 
vibration is covered above. 
 
2.4.5  Turbine Generators.  Turbine generator type and some 
synchronous machines experience vibration due to winding thermal 
axial expansion when pressure is applied to end ring discs or supports.  
This produces a rotor bow and rotational vibration, which appears and 
disappears gradually with time, as the rotor temperature causes the 
winding to alternately press and back away from the end disc. 
 
2.5  Fatigue or Deterioration 
 
2.5.1  Rotor VPI.  Some vibration producing or altering factors 
develop with time and produce vibration causes listed above.  Such a 
case is the use of resins, and particularly vacuum pressure impregnation 
to fill voids and offer mechanical integrity to rotor assemblies.  These 
will deteriorate in time, because of the stress and temperature of the 
rotor assembly, deteriorate, resulting in a loose, vibration producing 
assembly.  This usually occurs in a year or more, depending upon the 
operating duty and temperature. 
 
2.5.2  Cores.  Core loosening, in both stator and rotor, can also occur in 
time as lamination positioning on stacking rods or dovetails relax and 
burrs which held laminations apart wear down.  Some clamping means 
also relax or collapse, resulting in a loose core subject to failure modes 
described above. 
 



2.5.3  Windings.  Fatigue and deterioration of both stator and rotor 
windings may occur due to electromagnetic forces and thermal 
expansion and can develop into increased end winding and connector 
vibration or stator winding wear-away of ground wall insulation.  This 
has been observed to occur both inside the slot and in the end windings, 
producing winding failures, or at least, response to electromagnetic 
forcing.  In the cases of synchronous machine rotor windings, fatigue 
and deterioration may occur in time, producing vibration due to rotor 
bow and/or turn shorting, as covered above.  The time for winding 
fatigue and deterioration to develop into a vibration problem occurs 
sooner on units which operate on frequent start-stop, and load cycling 
duty. 
 
2.6  Torsional.  Torsional vibration affects rotors primarily, and, except 
for highly sophisticated monitoring instruments of the types used on 
turbine generators, go undetected, as conventional vibration monitoring 
is usually of the lateral type.  Freedom from damaging torsional 
vibrations can usually be attained by preparing torsional models at the 
design stage, placing mathematically generated torques onto it due to 
various faults, start-ups and shaft system exciting torques, and insuring 
freedom from resonance due to known forcing frequencies.  Shaft 
system diameters, keyways and coupling characteristics need to be 
selected carefully to avoid torsional overstressing and fatigue.  
Especially important to some AC motor and generator applications is 
the accumulation of offset torques due to multiple events such as high 
speed switching and reclosing of circuit breakers. 
 
2.7  Aerodynamic 
 
2.7.1  Frame Plate Vibration.  Vibration due to aerodynamic causes is 
not so important as other causes mentioned above. One common to all 
electrical machines is the dynamics of cooling air impinging upon the 
electrical machine frame surfaces, causing them to vibrate, usually at 
their inherent natural frequency.  This may be considered to be  
nuisance-type vibration, since there is usually no damage.  It can, 
however, show up on the vibration pick-ups, and may confuse the 
record so far as cause and effect on predictive maintenance is 
concerned.  Detuning to lessen such plate vibration is usually adequate. 
 
2.7.2  Cooling Fan Instability.  Another aerodynamic cause for 
vibration is the appearance of surge in the shaft-mounted cooling fans.  
As cooling fans on electrical machines are not aerodynamically 
designed, they sometimes operate in regions of aerodynamic instability, 
giving rise to pulsing sounds and accompanying plate and fan blade 
vibration.  Altering of the fan inlet guide vanes, the discharge path, 
increasing the CFM, or reducing the fan diameter will usually correct 
the problem. 
 
2.7.3  Whisp Noise.  Often on electrical machines with relatively small 
air gaps, a pumping of air in a non-uniform gap produces a whisp type 
noise.  This will not show up on vibration monitors, but often causes 
concern that it foretells a more serious problem developing.  Usually 
this is not the case, even though it is a discernable and possibly 
annoying audible noise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.  Charts on Vibration Peculiar to Electrical Machinery, 
     their Occurrences, Causes and Means to Correct 
 
 Charts 1-4 and the text in Section 2 should be of assistance in 
analyzing and correcting problems with electrical rotating machinery, 
using vibration detection coupled with other instruments, measurements 
and observations.   Because of restrictions on the paper size, it was not 
possible to include illustrations.  These will be used in the presentation 
and will be available by contacting the author directly. 



VIBRATIONS UNIQUE TO ROTATING ELECTRICAL MACHINERY 
 

CHART 1 - WHERE APPLICABLE AND TIME FOR APPEARANCE 
 
       -----------------Applicable to----------------------       ------Time for Appearance----- 
              Induction               Synchronous       Direct       At        Norm.   After      After 
      Causes for Vibration Squirrel Wound Round Salient Current Start Oper. 2 Yrs 15 Yrs 
 Cage Rotor Rotor Pole      
.1 Magnetic          
.1.1 Air Gap Effects XX XX XX XX XX --- * --- --- 
.1.2 Slotting Effects XX X X X X --- * --- --- 
.1.3 Rotor Winding --- X XX XX X * * --- --- 
.1.4 Unequal Air Gap (4) XX XX X XX X * * --- --- 
.1.5 Out-of-Round Rotor (4) XX XX XX X X * * --- --- 
.1.6 Shorted Stator Lams. XX XX XX XX --- --- * --- --- 
.1.7 Axial Effects XX XX XX XX X --- * --- --- 
          
.2 Thermal          
.2.1 Rotor          
.2.1.1 Rotor Core --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.2.1.1.1 Loose Core XX XX XX(1) XX(1) XX --- * --- --- 
.2.1.1.2 Thermal Bow XX XX XX(1) XX(1) XX --- * --- --- 
.2.1.1.3 Lam. Shorted XX XX XX(1) XX(1) XX --- * --- --- 
.2.1.2 Rotor Windings --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.2.1.2.1 Rotor Bar Break.(3) XX --- XX(1) XX(1) --- * * --- --- 
.2.1.2.2 St. Current Unbal. XX XX XX XX --- --- * --- --- 
.2.1.2.3 Shorted Turns (3) --- --- XX XX --- * * --- --- 
.2.2 Stator Overtemp. XX XX XX XX --- --- * --- --- 
          
.3 Electric          
.3.1 Shaft Current XX X XX X XX --- * --- --- 
.3.2 Faults on Stator Wdgs X X X X --- --- * --- --- 
.3.3 High Res. Connect. X X X X --- --- * --- --- 
          
.4 Mechanical          
.4.1 Stator Core XX XX XX XX --- --- * --- --- 
.4.2 Stator Winding (2) XX XX XX XX --- --- * --- --- 
.4.3 Stator Core & Wndg --- --- XX(2) --- --- --- * --- --- 
.4.4 Induc. & Synch. Rotor XX --- XX XX --- * * --- --- 
.4.5 Turbine Gen. Rotor --- --- XX --- --- --- * --- --- 
          
.5 Fatigue or 
    Deterioration 

         

.5.1 Rotor VPI XX XX XX X XX * --- * --- 

.5.2 Core XX XX XX(1) XX(1) XX --- --- * * 

.5.3 Windings (2)(3) XX X XX X --- --- --- * * 
          
.6 Torsional (2) XX X XX XX X * * --- --- 
          
.7 Aerodynamic          
.7.1 Plate Vibration X X XX X --- --- * --- --- 
.7.2 Fan Instability (2) X --- X X X --- * --- --- 
.7.3 Whisp X X --- --- --- --- * --- --- 
 
XX - Prime Effect  
X - Lesser Effect 
Notes: (1) Laminated rotor core units only. 
  (2) Worse on large 2 and 4 pole units. 
  (3) Worse with frequent starting and load cycling. 
  (4) Worse on 4 or more pole units. 



CHART 2 - LIKELY REASONS FOR CONDITION 
 
 Mis-   Excess.   Mech. Design Field In- 
 align- Bent Over- Starts, Cycling Brng. Yield, or Con- stall. or 
 ment Shaft Load Trans. Loading Fail. Fail. struct. Operation 
.1 Magnetic          
.1.1 Air Gap Effects 20 --- --- --- --- --- --- 80 80 
.1.2 Slotting Effects --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 100 --- 
.1.3 Rotor Winding --- --- 60 10 90 --- 10 10 --- 
.1.4 Unequal Air Gap 80 10 --- --- --- --- --- --- 80 
.1.5 Out-of-Round 
       Rotor 

--- 80 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

.1.6 Shorted Stator 
       Laminations. 

--- --- --- --- --- 80 --- 90 20 

.1.7 Axial Effects 90 --- --- 60 --- --- --- 10 90 
          
.2 Thermal          
.2.1 Rotor --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.2.1.1 Rotor Core --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.2.1.1.1 Loose Core --- --- 90 30 60 --- 20 80 --- 
.2.1.1.2 Thermal Bow --- 50 90 --- --- --- --- 80 --- 
.2.1.1.3 Lam. Shorted 30 30 --- --- --- 80 30 20 80 
.2.1.2 Rotor Windings --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.2.1.2.1 Rotor Bar 
            Breakage 

--- --- 30 90 80 --- --- 60 --- 

.2.1.2.2 Stator Current 
            Unbalance 

--- --- 60 --- --- --- --- --- 100 

.2.1.2.3 Shorted Turns --- --- 90 90 90 --- --- 40 --- 

.2.2 Stator Overtemp. --- --- 90 90 --- --- 90 20 10 
          
.3 Electric          
.3.1 Shaft Current --- --- --- --- --- 90 --- 40 60 
.3.2 Faults on Stator 
       Windings 

--- --- 10 40 40 --- --- --- 20 

.3.3 High Resistance 
       Connections 

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- 60 90 

          
.4 Mechanical          
.4.1 Stator Core --- --- --- --- --- --- 60 80 --- 
.4.2 Stator Winding --- --- 90 90 90 --- --- 80 40 
.4.3 Stator Core & 
       Winding 

--- --- 90 90 90 --- 60 60 --- 

.4.4 Induc. & Synch. 
       Rotor 

--- --- 30 90 40 --- 60 80 --- 

.4.5 Turbine Generator 
       Rotor 

--- --- 80 --- --- --- --- 60 --- 

          
.5 Fatigue or 
    Deterioration 

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

.5.1 Rotor VPI --- --- --- --- --- --- 80 80 --- 

.5.2 Core --- --- --- 40 90 --- 80 80 --- 

.5.3 Windings --- --- 80 80 90 --- --- 80 --- 
          
.6 Torsional --- --- --- 80 --- --- 80 90 30 
          
.7 Aerodynamic          
.7.1 Plate Vibration --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 20 20 
.7.2 Fan Instability --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 40 20 
.7.3 Whisp 90 90 --- --- --- 80 10 40 20 
 
Values are estimated % values, this reason is the cause. 



CHART 3 - PROBLEM DETECTION:  UNIT OPERATING 
 
 
 
         ------------------Vibration-------------   -------------------------------Electrical------------------------------ 
 
 Brng. Stator  Curr.  Shaft Stator   
 Hsg. & Core & Stator & Mag. Partial Curr. Core Condt. Sound 
 Sh. Probe Frame Wndg. Field Disch. Mon. Curr. Monit. Meter 
          
.1 Magnetic          
.1.1 Air Gap Effects X XX XX --- --- --- --- --- X 
.1.2 Slotting Effects X XX X XX --- --- --- --- --- 
.1.3 Rotor Winding XX X --- XX --- --- --- XX X 
.1.4 Unequal Air Gap XX --- --- --- --- --- --- --- X 
.1.5 Out-of-Round Rotor XX --- --- X --- --- --- --- X 
.1.6 Shorted Stator Lams. X XX --- X --- X XX XX X 
.1.7 Axial Effects XX(axial) --- --- --- --- --- --- --- X 
          
.2 Thermal          
.2.1 Rotor --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.2.1.1 Rotor Core --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.2.1.1.1 Loose Core XX --- --- --- --- --- --- X XX 
.2.1.1.2 Thermal Bow XX --- --- --- --- --- --- X XX 
.2.1.1.3 Lam. Shorted XX --- --- X --- XX --- XX X 
.2.1.2 Rotor Windings --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.2.1.2.1 Rotor Bar Break. XX --- --- XX --- X --- XX X 
.2.1.2.2 St. Current Unbal. XX XX --- XX --- X --- --- X 
.2.1.2.3 Shorted Turns XX --- --- XX --- X --- X X 
.2.2 Stator Overtemp. X XX XX --- X --- --- X X 
          
.3 Electric          
.3.1 Shaft Current X --- --- --- --- X --- --- --- 
.3.2 Faults on Stator Wdgs X X XX X XX X X X X 
.3.3 High Res. Connect. XX X X --- --- --- --- XX X 
          
.4 Mechanical          
.4.1 Stator Core --- XX X --- X --- XX XX X 
.4.2 Stator Winding --- --- XX --- XX --- --- XX X 
.4.3 Stator Core & Wndg --- XX XX --- XX --- XX XX X 
.4.4 Induc. & Synch. Rotor XX --- --- XX --- XX --- XX X 
.4.5 Turbine Gen. Rotor XX --- --- --- --- --- --- --- X 
          
.5 Fatigue or 
      Deterioration 

         

.5.1 Rotor VPI XX --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

.5.2 Core --- XX --- --- --- --- XX XX --- 

.5.3 Windings --- --- XX -- XX --- --- XX --- 
          
.6 Torsional X(tors.) --- --- --- --- --- --- X XX 
          
.7 Aerodynamic          
.7.1 Plate Vibration --- XX --- --- --- --- --- --- X 
.7.2 Fan Instability X X --- --- --- --- --- --- XX 
.7.3 Whisp --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- X 
 
 
XX - Prime Effect  
X - Lesser Effect 



CHART 4 - PROBLEM DETECTION:  UNIT DISASSEMBLED 
 
    Rotor    AC 
 Measure Measure Measure Unbalance Rotor Core or  Impe- 
 & Visual & Visual & Visual Response Heated Loop Growler dance 
 Rotor Stator Bearings Test Test Test Test Test 
.1 Magnetic         
.1.1 Air Gap Effects --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.1.2 Slotting Effects X X --- --- --- --- XX --- 
.1.3 Rotor Winding X --- X --- X --- --- XX 
.1.4 Unequal Air Gap X X X --- --- --- --- --- 
.1.5 Out-of-Round 
       Rotor 

XX --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

.1.6 Shorted Stator 
       Laminations 

--- XX X --- --- XX --- --- 

.1.7 Axial Effects --- --- X --- --- --- --- --- 
         
.2 Thermal         
.2.1 Rotor --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.2.1.1 Rotor Core --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.2.1.1.1 Loose Core XX --- X XX XX XX --- --- 
.2.1.1.2 Thermal Bow --- --- --- XX XX --- X --- 
.2.1.1.3 Lam. Shorted XX --- X XX XX XX --- --- 
.2.1.2 Rotor Windings --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.2.1.2.1 Rotor Bar 
            Breakage 

XX --- --- XX XX --- XX --- 

.2.1.2.2 St. Current 
            Unbalance 

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

.2.1.2.3 Shorted Turns XX --- --- --- XX --- --- XX 

.2.2 Stator Overtemp. --- XX --- --- --- --- --- --- 
         
.3 Electric         
.3.1 Shaft Current X --- X --- --- --- --- --- 
.3.2 Faults on Stator 
      Windings 

--- X --- --- --- X --- --- 

.3.3 High Resistance. 
       Connections 

X X X --- --- --- --- --- 

         
.4 Mechanical         
.4.1 Stator Core --- XX --- --- --- XX --- --- 
.4.2 Stator Winding --- XX --- --- --- X --- --- 
.4.3 Stator Core & 
       Winding 

--- XX --- --- --- XX --- --- 

.4.4 Induc. & Synch. 
      Rotor 

XX --- --- --- XX --- XX --- 

.4.5 Turbine Gen. 
        Rotor 

XX --- --- --- --- --- --- X 

         
.5 Fatigue or 
    Deterioration 

        

.5.1 Rotor VPI XX --- --- --- XX --- --- --- 

.5.2 Core XX XX --- --- --- X --- --- 

.5.3 Windings --- XX --- --- --- --- --- --- 
         
.6 Torsional XX --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
         
.7 Aerodynamic         
.7.1 Plate Vibration --- X --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.7.2 Fan Instability X X --- --- --- --- --- --- 
.7.3 Whisp X X --- --- --- --- --- --- 
 
XX - Prime Effect  
X - Lesser Effect 
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